A

BETTER WAY TO INTEGRATE DATA INTO MICROSOFT DYNAMICS GP

ACTIVECONNECT
DATE ENTRY VIA EXCEL

Benefits
Be Fast
ActiveConnect is built on
Microsoft’s blazing fast
eConnect /XML technology.
You can literally import
thousands of records in a
matter of seconds, not hours.
Move from Integration
Manager and move from
integrations that take hours
to integrations that take
merely a few minutes.

Realize Quick ROI
Installation and setup takes
just minutes. Your
productivity is enhanced
immediately. Ongoing
maintenance is minimal.
Current eConnect users can
immediately eliminate their
dependence on programmers
for making changes to
eConnect integrations.

ULTRA FAST

EASY SETUP

For companies that have simple or complex data integration needs, our Dynamics
GP integration tool—ActiveConnect—is the solution. Integrate data from your
website or other line-of-business applications up to 20 times faster than Dynamics
GP Integration Manager. Want to use Excel™ for Journal Transactions, as many
companies do, no problem. Our Dynamics GP
“Now we can gradually
integration tool allows push-button integration of
migrate away from our
entries from Microsoft Excel™ directly to Dynamics
GP, in just seconds. Easier, Faster, More flexible, Less Excel tools.”
cost.
ActiveConnect works with Microsoft
Excel™ and other VBA-enabled
productivity applications. This means
you can send data directly from Excel™
to Dynamics GP. Send 100-line GL
Journal transactions, customer master
records, inventory items, etc. to
Dynamics with a click of a button. No
more manually keying line-after-line of
data into Dynamics.
“I built an integration to Excel in
minutes… without our IT staff.”

Employing ActiveConnect may reduce the
number of full GP licenses you need, as
Excel™ can be used in lieu of standard
Dynamics GP data entry windows—like
the GL Journal Transaction window—
thereby reducing your licensing needs.
Further, ActiveConnect’s Excel integration
tool is less than one-third the cost of the
competition.

Dynamics GP Customers who used to Use Microsoft Excel for Everything
Now Have the Tools to Make Everything Work Together
For more information about ACTIVeCONNECT, call 1.888.737.5725, visit
www.admiral-west.com/solutions_ActiveConnect.html or email info@admiral-usa.com
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Features

ActiveConnect

Fast

Integrations are up to 20 times faster than Integration Manager.

Cost Effective

The ActiveConnect Excel integration component is less than one-third the cost of the
competition. Only license the integrations you need. For example, if you only need
integrate Sales Orders from your web site, there is no need to license other integrations.

No GP License Needed

Users do not need to be logged into GP to create or run integrations. No GP full user
license is ever consumed by ActiveConnect.

Drag-and-Drop

Define connections to data sources easily using our drag-and-drop Active Query Builder.

Flexible Security

ActiveConnect uses Dynamics security (e.g., access via Dynamics user name and password),
Windows security and/or SQL Server security. Use the authentication method that works
best in your environment.

Schedulable

Easily scheduling integrations using the ActiveConnect scheduling component and the
Windows scheduler or SQL Server scheduler.

Override Capable

While the target company (and target server) is part of the integration definition, the
target company (and server) can be overridden at runtime in Excel or via the scheduler. A
single integration can be used for multiple target companies.

Launcher

The ActiveConnect Launcher provides users the ability to run integrations without allowing
them to modify them.

Reusable Data Sources

A single data source can be used for any number of integrations, reducing maintenance
and the number of data sources that need to be defined.

Sharable Integrations

Integrations can be stored in any SQL Server database including the DYNAMICS system
database. This allows you to easily share integrations among all your processing
companies. There is no need to import and export integrations to share them.

SQL Client-Enabled

In addition to supporting all ODBC data sources, ActiveConnect also supports SQL Client
direct connection to SQL Server data, which is faster and more reliable than ODBC.

Logging

All integration activities are fully logged, and the logs are viewable within Excel,
ActiveConnect, and the ActiveConnect Launcher.

Ready to Use in Hours

Use our Windows installation wizard and you’ll be up and running in minutes.

Increase Your Dynamics GP ROI. Reduce Your Dependence on
Full Client Licenses and use Excel to Enter Data into Dynamics GP.
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